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MT Overview

Phrase-Based MT Syntax-Based MT

Translation by Parsing Translation by Parsing
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Compact Forests Compact Forests

Compact Forests Compact Forests

Language Model Costs Language Model Costs
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Language Model Costs
[Huang and Chiang 06]

Learning MT Grammars

Idealistic machine translation

� Theorize a translation 

model 

� Train on parallel 

sentences with 

unsupervised learning 

methods

� Examples: Berger et. al ’94 

(IBM Model 4), Wu ’96 (ITG), 

Yamada and Knight ‘01

(EM)

Realistic machine translation

� A relatively simple 

model is used to 

learn alignments 

unsupervisedly

� The alignments 

are used to limit 

the exploration 

space of  a more 

complicated model

Realistic machine translation

� The 

complicated 

model is 

trained on a 

smaller set of 

sentence pairs

� Counting and 

smoothing is 

fairly quick

(counting 

and 

smoothing)

Realistic machine translation

� Empirically shown 

to be better than 

idealistic 

approach

� Scales well

� Examples: Och & 

Ney ’04, Chiang 

’05, Galley et. al 

‘06
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Realistic machine translation

� New research is on 

advanced models, 

but older models 

are used as 

bootstrap

� Can we add the 

power in our 

supervised model 

to the unsupervised 

component?

word model
(IBM model 4)

syntax model
(Galley, et. al ‘04)

Extracting syntactic rules

Obtain alignments

Extracting syntactic rules

Extract rules (Galley et. al. ’04, ‘06)

Rules can...

� capture phrasal 

translation

� reorder parts of 

the tree

� traverse the tree 

without 

reordering

� insert (and 

delete) words

Bad alignments make bad rules

This isn’t very good, but let’s look at a worse example...

Sometimes they’re really bad

One bad link makes a totally unusable rule!
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RULE CORPUS

Rule Learning?

= ?

R2

R11

R12

R17

R18

=

103 possible rules

EM size bias

� EM favors shorter 

derivations: fewer chances 

local probability factors

� This, then, tends to favor 

larger rules, generally the 

opposite of what we want

� Various solutions: e.g. 

minimal rule extraction, 

size penalties (May and 

Knight, 07)

R2

R11

R12

R17

R18

more useful

favored

RULE CORPUS

Other Important Issues

� Rule composition

� Tree transforms (binarization, etc)

� Crazy pruning

Results

From [DeNeefe et al 07]


